The importance of production systems in artificial intelligence has been repeatedly demonstrated by a number of expert systems. Much effort has therefore been expended on finding an efficient processing mechanism to process production systems. While data-flow principles of execution offer the promise of high programmability for numerical computations, we study here variable resolution actors, called macro actors, a processing mechanism for production systems. Characteristics existing in the production system paradigm are identified, based on which we introduce macro tokens as a companion to macro actors. A set of guideline is identified in the context of production systems to derive well-formed macro actors from primitive micro actors. Parallel pattem matching is written in macro actorsltokens to be executed on Macro Data-flow simulator. Simulation results demonstrate that the macro approach can be an efficient implementation of the production system paradigm.
Introduction
A major obstacle in the processing of artificial intelligence applications lies in the large searcwmatch time. In rulebased production systems, for example, it is often the case that the rules and the database needed to represent a particular production system in a certain problem domain would be on the order of hundreds to thousands of rules and assertions. It is thus known that simply applying software techniques to the matching process would yield intolerable delays. Indeed, as Forgy [3] has pointed out, the time taken to match patterns over a set of rules can reach 90% of the total computation time spent in expert systems. The need for faster execution of production systems has spurred research in both the software and hardware domains [3, 6, 7, 10, 11] .
From the software perspective, not only the matching step, but also parallel firing of the productions have been studied. The Rete match algorithm has been developed to utilize the temporal redundancy in the production systems [3] . Further optimization of the Rete algorithm has been studied in TREAT algorithm [lo] , which supports the conflict set. Parallelization of the Rete algorithm has been reported to suit the multiprocessor environment 161. To speedup the processing of PS, parallel firing has been studied. ." Architectures based on this model cannot easily deliver large amounts of parallelism [l] . The data-driven model of execution has therefore been proposed as a solution to these problems. The applicability of dataflow principles of execution to matching operations for production systems has been studied in p].
In this paper, we further explore the applicability of dataflow principles of execution to production systems. Based on our observation that AI problems exhibit distinctive characteristics against numeric computations, we investigate in this paper an approach to obtain the medium grain parallelism, called macro actor/token.
We shall start our discussion in section 2 by introducing two fundamental approaches to AI processing. Section 3 finds some characteristics existing in production systems from the parallel processing perspective, based on which the macro data-flow principle is explained from AI perspective. A brief analysis is presented to show why medium grain macros are preferred to fine grain micros. Section 4 discusses several strategies about how to derive well-formed macros from micros for production systems. Section 5 gives a simulation result based on our execution model, macro dataflow simulator. Performance evaluation is also discussed in the section. Conclusions as well as future research on this study are made in the last section.
Parallel Processing of Production Systems
A production system (PS) consists of a Production Memory (PM), a Working Memory (WM) , and an Znference Engine (E) . PM (or rulebase) is composed of productions (or rules), each of which performs predefined actions (righthand side, RHS) if all the necessary conditions (left-hand side, LHS) are satisfied. The productions operate on WM which is a database of assertions, called Working Memory Elements (WMEs) . The inference engine repeatedly executes an inference cycle which consists of three steps: pattern matching, conflict resolution, followed by rule firing. The inference engine halts either when there are no satisfied rules or when the solution is found.
From the parallel processing perspective the PS paradigm can be viewed as a composition of local-and global latencies. The local latency, t, is the processing time of an inference cycle in the PS paradigm. Each step in the production cycle is considered a local latency, as shown in Fig.l(a) .
TH0333-5/90/0000/0327$01 .OO 0 1990 IEEE The global latency, T, depicted in Fig.l(b) , is the processing time for searching a state space. Given an initial state, the inference engine finds next states by executing an inference cycle. Based on the control strategy or heuristics, the system decides which state in the search tree it will explore. The global latency, T, is thus linearly proportional to the number of states, n, to be explored in the search tree.
Techniques to reduce the global latency, T, in the PS paradigm can be classified basically into two categories: (1) hardwarelsofmare parallel processing, (2) adaptive1 heuristic processing [14] . A straightforward technique would be to use as many number of Processing Elements (PES) as needed. This would allow all branches to be explored in parallel as the search tree grows. This simple hardware approach with an infinite number of PES can eliminate problems associated with backtracking and can hopefully find a desired solution in a finite amount of time. However, this technique is impractical and too costly since for most AI problems the number of possible states in the search tree would be exponential even for the problems of a modest size.
A way of reducing T from the adaptiveheuristic perspectives is to prune unpromising branches in the search tree by deriving heuristics at compile time from the problem domain (or learning them at run time) and applying them. We have investigated this second approach along neural networks and shall not consider further in this paper. an inference cycle before parallel processing, (b) after parallel processing. PM, CR, and RF stand respectively for pattern matching, conflict resolution, and rule firing Our approach in this paper is centered around the dataflow principles of execution, more specifically, the macro data-flow principles [4]. As we shall see below, PSs exhibit some distinctive characteristics. One of such characteristics found in pattern matching is a list processing from which medium grain parallelism can be extracted. Based on these characteristics, we shall proceed with macro implementation of the PS paradigm.
Characteristics of Macros
There are two fundamental characteristics of the use of macros for processing AI problems: macro actor and macro token. A macro-actor is a collection of scalar instructions. The objective behind lumping instructions into one is to improve performance by exploiting locality in the instructions.
A macro-token is a collection of primitive data tokens. The basic data object in AI is a list. Consider an assertion IS(X Y). This assertion, when implemented, can be represented as a list of three elements (IS x Y). If we break it into three elements and form three data tokens (IS), ( X ) , and (Y) as a basic element to operate on, each of these three tokens does not carry useful information.
When viewed from the architectural perspective, macros will substantially reduce the overhead in matching tags of data tokens. In dynamic data-flow principles, tokens carry tags which identify themselves from the context, code block, or instance of a loop they belong to. If the fact (IS x Y) is split into three data tokens and is compared with another three data tokens (IS), (X), and (Z), the tag matching time for three pairs of six data tokens is not less than three time units. However, when the two facts are compared in two lists, the tag matching time is only I! Consider a typical match operation, shown in Fig.2 , which compares two pattems, (al ,..., a,) and (bl ,..., b,). To achieve the maximum parallelism existing in the fine grain micro approach, the n-pairs can be simultaneously compared in n PES, each of which is connected through (log n)-dim hypercube. Assume that two neighboring PES are connected through three facilities (two communication nodes and a link) and that each PE has four facilities connected in a pipe, where each facility takes z. The total time to process n comparisons on n PES would be tmicro,, = tc+rlog2nlta+rlogplt,
where tc = comparison time, ta = addition time, and fr = routing time. In this simple algebra, no token waiting in the matchinglstore unit of each PE is taken into account. Furthermore all the comparison actors are ideully allocated to neighboring PES (which is impractical in reality). The total time to compare two lists on 1 PE for the macro approach is tma,,,l = ntc+(n-l)ta = 4(2n-l)z. The ratio of the time taken for macros with 1 PE to mi-cros with n PES is
Note that in the micro-actor approach, we assumed that the token routing would be done in 1 step, i.e., 32. In general, such a one-step routing is impractical for a 6-dim hypercube topology. Considering that the average number of elements in a pattem is five for production systems, the ratio is R=S/(log 5)=1.7. The macros will outperform since there is no communication overhead involved in macros.
There are, however, drawbacks in using macros. If the primitive actors are grouped and formed into macros, the parallelism in fine grain processing will be lost. The grouping must be carefully made so as to avoid inefficient macros. Putting too many micros into a macro will apparently decrease the parallelism in fine grain processing, resulting in performance degradation. Forming a macro with too few micros will not give a noticeable improvement in performance. The PS paradigm which we are considering for our application domain provides a data parallelism existing in many patterns and WMEs. By putting too many micros into a macro, the data parallelism will likely diminish. The formation of macros is heavily dependent on problem domain. There must be a set of guidance criteria for the formation of macros. In the following section, we shall identify several rules from the PS paradigm and establish criteria to guide the grouping process, thereby produchg efficient and well-formed macros.
Formation of Macros
Let A be a set of micro (or primitive) actors, ( U l,...,un), and TA be a set of data tokens, ( t l,...,tm), manipulated on A. Let B be a macro actor derived from A such that BGA. Let t, be a time taken to process a micro actor on a PE. Let t,, be a time taken to process A on n PES. Let T , be a time taken to process a macro on a PE. Let r be a ratio of T , to t,,, i.e., r=T,lt,,. A macro B is said to be well-formed if r<&, where
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An objective behind setting such a ratio is in the fact that if the processing time of the macro is not more than twice of the processing time for the corresponding micros in an ideal environment, we shall form a macro from micro actors. The ideal environment refers to the ideal allocation of micro actors on n PES and ideal routing policy on data tokens. As we discussed earlier in section 3, achieving such an ideal environment would be impractical. The macros would outperform because of no data token routing, no waiting for other mating data token for two operand instructions, and so on. In this paper, we simply set E to 2 for macro formation. We now briefly describe the formation of well-formed macros (wfms).
Let Ii be a set of input tokens to ai and Oi be a set of output tokens from an actor ai. We denote the dependence relation for ai,ajsA as follows: If OiUj such that i#j, aiLaj for all i and j , where the dependence operator L implies that ai must be executed before aj. By applying the dependence relation aiLaj to A, we obtain an ordered set of actors, B={bl, ..., bm), where bi=(a IuiLuj is not true). The dependence distance for bi,bjsB is defined as d(bi,bj)=dij=i-j. The maximum dependency distance d,, for B is m-I.
We list below a set of guidelines for the formation of wfms and shall not prove the correctness due to space constraints:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
In (Flow Dependency) Let ai and aj be two actors. A macro M=(ai,aj) is defined if O i a j and dij=1, where Oi is an output of ai, Ii is an input to aj, and did is a dependence distance between ai and aj. what follows. we write several macro-actors to implement a simple rule The functionality of the rule that are ;mportant to implement production systems will be taken into account. Consider a following OPSS-like rule: 
+
Suppose that we have a Rete condition-dependency network constructed for the above rule. Fig.3 shows a conversion process of first condition pattem, [A (Y Z)], of the rule to a macro actor. A micro data-flow graph for the comparison operations on two pattems, [A Cy Z)] and [A (B C)], is depicted in Fig.3(a) and the corresponding macro in Fig.f(b) . the conversion process, the set of actors ( a ,,...,as} however is converted to a macro M,. We therefore treat M1 as a micro for the following discussion. Partitioning the graph into three subgraphs are also depicted in Fig.4(a) .
The last guidance rule we apply to the data-flow graph stems from the fact that there are six true/false actors in A, (see Fig.4(a) ). Guidel states that if there is a comparison actor A which immediately affects a set of true/false actors B such that OAdB and dA,B=l, we form a macro M=(A,B) .
Let A be a macro comparison actor M1 defined in the second step and B be a set of true/false actors, (a@ ..., a,,).
We observe from the graph that The guidance rule Guide3 is applied to this conversion process as follows: Let A be a set of five actors (a,, ..., as} (three comparison actors and two AM> actors), and L be a list of six data tokens (A,YZ,A,B,C). Let ri be the output token of an actor ai. Applying the definition of a dependency distance to the set A, we partition A into three sets A,, A,, and A3, where Al=(al,a2,a3), A2=(a4}, and A3=(as). We then find dmax=2 because Max d~1 ,~&~1 ,~3 d~,~3 )=Max ( 1,271 )=2. We also observe that Z=Zlu ... uZs=(L,rl ,..., rs) and O=O1u ... uOs=(rl ,..., rs) (1) From (l), we have IiSruO for 1 9 1 5 , and OA3=r5eI. Therefore, the Guide3 is satisfied and a macro M=(a ,,. ..,aS} is formed. After an application of Guide5 to the data-flow graph for the first condition pattem of the Rete network of the above rule, we obtain a graph shown in Fig.4 . Note that for the sake of simplicity, five comparison micro-actors of In Fig.4(a) , there are two actors related to array operations: 'append' and 'select.' The Guide5 states that if there exists an actor ai in the actor set A such that ai€ (append,select, ...), then a macro M is considered on the set A-ai. Applying the Guide5 to the graph partitions it into three sets of micro actors A,, A,, and A3, where Al=(al, ..., a12}, A2=(~13), and A3=(~14). In the f i i t step of ment discussed above applies to other condition patterns of the rule and we will not go into further detail of the conversion process. The set of guidelines described above is by no means a complete set. It can, however, serve as a starting point for the formation of w j h for other AI applications.
Simulation and Performance Evaluation
The Macro Data-Flow Machine (MDFM) was adopted as the machine model of the simulator [13] . It contains 64 PES interconnected by a 6-dim hypercube network. The target production system, which we call a "generic production system," has 15 rules, all of which are written in micro-actors based on the parallel version of the RETE algorithm [6] .
A typical OPS5-like rule was shown in previous section. Each rule has on the average 5 condition patterns, 2 action patterns, and 3 two-input nodes. Each condition pattern has on the average 3 one-input nodes and at least one variable Table 3 : Speedup, S=T,/T,, of a generic production system executed on Macro data-flow simulator. Regardless of the policies used, the macro can provide a maximum of 16.4 speedup when 32 PES are used.
in the value-part (see 3 for details). With the guidance criteria we developed, the micro actors for the rules are written in macro actors, each of which contains on the average 50 micro actors. Tables 1-3 show simulation time, network load, and speedup. Table 1 lists simulation time units and network load for sequential and parallel distribution of WMEs with various number of PES. Table 2 derives the ratio of sequential distribution to parallel distribution. These simulation results are depicted in FigS. From the simulation results, we verify two facts: First, our parallel network with multiple root nodes [6] gives a substantial improvement over the original sequential RETE network. The number of groups we had among condition patterns of our generic production system is 3. The simulation time of the sequential RETE network, regardless of the number of PES used, is almost always three times that of our parallel network, as seen from Table 1 and FigS(c) . Second, the data-flow principles of execution can, not only efficiently perform the symbolic computation, but also yield an impressive performance over the conventional von Neumann model of execution for production system processing. From the speedup curve of FigS(e), we find that the data-flow principles of execution can indeed give 17 folds of speedup when 32 PES are used, regardless of the type of matching algorithms. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a macro-actor approach for AI: problems, specifically production systems, has been demonstrated as an efficient implementation tool. Characteristics of production systems from parallel processing have been discussed to suit the macro data-flow multiprocessor environment. A simple example on comparison operations has been explained in detail from the macro perspective. Several guidelines have been given to form wfms. A condition pattern of a rule in PS is converted to macros. The results of a deterministic simulation with 15 rules with more than 100 condition and action patterns on the macro data-flow simulator have revealed that the macro approach is an efficient implementation for the AI production systems. Indeed, the macro approach gives 17 fold speedup out of 32 PES used. Furthermore, our parallel matching algorithm with multiple root nodes gives an additional speedup of 3, regardless of the machine used. Assessments of the data-flow systems on productions systems have shown effective and we are currently investigating issues related to parallel firing of multiple rules for further speedup.
